USS Delphyne 10004.17
Joint mission w/USS Apache


Host Nicke_ says:
<><><><><><><><><>><><><><><><>BEGIN MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><><><
A_Valrek says:
#::waits on he bridge for the shift change to finish::
Host Nicke_ says:
ACTION: the USS Delphyne arrives in orbit around Artus
Host CO_Grant says:
::On the bridge::
A_OPS_Drathlai says:
#::at OPS monitoring communique::
A_TO_Lowell says:
#@::unconscious on the floor in sick-bay::
Host CO_Grant says:
FCO: Assume standard orbit about the planet
A-CMO_Quest says:
# :: in her quarters, spring cleaning ::
OPS_Lynam says:
::On the bridge::
XO_Wall says:
::on bridge, with head a bit sore from the bump::
FCO_Nichols says:
::on the bridge::
CSO_KBeth says:
::At Sci Station already scanning the planet::
MO_Lea says:
::Enters sickbay:: Rynle: Conditions of Commander Wall and Commander Lefler?
A_OPS_Drathlai says:
#XO:  Nothing to report this hour, sir...
FCO_Nichols says:
CO: Aye sir.
CIV_McLeod says:
::in quarters, reading from The Logic of Randomness::
Host CO_Grant says:
OPS: Request permission to speak to the Artus High Council
A_Valrek says:
#OPS: Very good.
A-CMO_Quest says:
#<Dr. Karl> :: Sees TO unconscious and goes to check him ::
OPS_Lynam says:
CO:Aye sir
FCO_Nichols says:
::enters controls for standard orbit::
A-SEC_Abbott says:
#:: heads for the lounge::
TO_Hawkes says:
::begins discreet scans for any evidence of old Dominion weapons or tech on Artus:: At Tactical.
ENGMacPherson-Quest says:
::exits his quarters on his way to Main Engineering::
Host Nicke_ says:
ACTION: communication from Artus arrives and welcomes the Delphyne..gives coordinates for landing parties
A-CMO_Quest says:
# :: tugs on something.... and coughs from all the dusts ::
A_CTO_Lu says:
#::finishes his letter for Ensign Smith and starts the letter to Wesson's family::
OPS_Lynam says:
COMM:Artus: Artus control this is the federation starship Delphyne requesting to speak with the leader of your council.
A_TO_Lowell says:
#::regains momentary consciousness:: Karl: Please.... get Dr.....Quest ::loses consciousness::
MO_Lea says:
<Rynle> MO: Commander Wall has returned to duty Commander Lefler is still unconscious.
A-CMO_Quest says:
#<Dr Karl> :: Scans TO :: TO: What's the matter with you?
A-CIV_MacKenzie says:
#:: in quarters reviewing Artus information ::
A_Valrek says:
#::continues reading the reports from teh previous shift , as the last of the shift change takes place::
Host Nicke_ says:
COMM: Delphyne : counsil leader at your request.. continue please
ENGMacPherson-Quest says:
::enters the TL:: TL: Main Engineering
Host CO_Grant says:
COMM:ARTUSHIGHCOUNCIL: Thank you for kind invitation, I am Captain Grant of the USS Delphyne. I will be sending a team of experts under Mr.Lynam to inspect your facilities.
A-CMO_Quest says:
#<Dr Karl>  :: looks worried :: *A-CMO*: Dr. Karl to Dr. Quest.  Ens. Lowell Request your presence in Sickbay.... :: lifts Lowell onto a biobed ::
MO_Lea says:
Rynle: Good work.
A_OPS_Drathlai says:
#::pops nuckles, execited for some R&R::
CSO_KBeth says:
::Notices   during the passive scans that the destruction was massive from the Dominion::
Host Nicke_ says:
<Artus council> Del Capt Grant: welcome! we are most pleased... we will await your arrival..
A-CMO_Quest says:
#*Karl*: Be right there!   :: drops whatever she was doing and heads for the Apache's medbay ::
CIV_McLeod says:
::notices that the Delph has arrived and puts down book::
FCO_Nichols says:
::establishes standard orbit and sets controls on automatic::
A-SEC_Abbott says:
#::looks around at the near deserted lounge and gets herself a beverage from the replicator::
A-CMO_Quest says:
#:: enters TL:: TL: Deck 6.
A_OPS_Drathlai says:
#<Rakhmatullin> ::walks onto bridge::  OPS:  Sir, I have this shift's final report... I am clocking out, sir...
FCO_Nichols says:
CO: We are in orbit sir.
A-CIV_MacKenzie says:
#::amused:: self: Ferengi and Bajoran mix, now that will be interesting
Host CO_Grant says:
COMM:High Council: I would like to visit your council chambers for a small visit before turning the diplomatic matter over to my XO Mr.Wall
A_OPS_Drathlai says:
#Rakhmatullin:  Yes, Crewman, I'll be soon to follow, I hope...
A_CTO_Lu says:
#::Finishes his letter for Ensign Wesson's family::
A-CMO_Quest says:
#<Kar> :: stops TO's bleeding, and checks his vitals ::
ENGMacPherson-Quest says:
::exits the TL and enters Main Engineering::  Bridges: I need you to go and lok at the artifacts that you recovered from Denil III
A-CMO_Quest says:
<Kar = Karl>
TO_Hawkes says:
::Monitors tactical scans for anything threatening. Looking for Dominion signatures::
A_TO_Lowell says:
#::groans loudly but remains unconscious::
Host Nicke_ says:
COMM: Mr. Grant: wonderful.. I welcome the opportunity to talk with you and welcome your crew to our new facilities
CIV_McLeod says:
::pipes the comm into his room:
ENGMacPherson-Quest says:
<Bridges> Mac: aye sir on my way
MO_Lea says:
Rynle:A medical officer will be sent down to the planet's surface with the Away team.  Until Doctor Laiiron arrives, you will remain in charge of sickbay.
Host CO_Grant says:
COMM:HIGHCOUNCIL: Thank you , I will see you shortly.
A-CMO_Quest says:
# :: is stopped by crewman on deck 6 about something ... more delays ::
XO_Wall says:
TO: sensors all clear?
Host CO_Grant says:
OPS:cut channel
OPS_Lynam says:
::Cuts off the channel::
TO_Hawkes says:
XO: So far nothing unexpected.
MO_Lea says:
<Rynle>MO: Yes sir.
A-CMO_Quest says:
#<Dr. Karl> :: applies hypospray to Ens. Lowell's neck, and waits for him to regain his conciousness ::
Host CO_Grant says:
OPS: TAke your team to the Transporter room 1
OPS_Lynam says:
CO: Aye sir.
CIV_McLeod says:
self: that was good timing on my part
A_TO_Lowell says:
#::fails to regain consciousness::
OPS_Lynam says:
TO/CSO: You're with me.
A-CMO_Quest says:
# :: takes 2 steps and is stopped by someone else ::
OPS_Lynam says:
*MO*: dr. lea, please meet us in Transporter room 1.
OPS_Lynam says:
::Gets up and heads for the TL::
A_CTO_Lu says:
#::walks over to his electric guitar and plugs it in to an old amp::
CTO_Psion says:
::In turbolift::
Host CO_Grant says:
XO: You will have the bridge while I and ENS duarte visit the council chamber
MO_Lea says:
::Grabs her tricorder and medkit:: *OPS*: Yes sir, I am on my way. ::While walking out the door, after nodding to Rynle::
TO_Hawkes says:
OPS: Right. ::follows OPS to TL::
A-CMO_Quest says:
#<Karl> :: sees that Lowell is stablized.... ::
A-CMO_Quest says:
# Person: I'm sorry... I have to go.... Another time... :: rushes pass the Person ::
XO_Wall says:
CO: aye sir
Host CO_Grant says:
*ENSDUARTE*: Join me in Transporter Room 2 for AT to Artus High COuncil chambers
FCO_Nichols says:
::runs check on station systems::
A_TO_Lowell says:
#::starts having hallucenigenic seisures::
ENGMacPherson-Quest says:
*Psion*: I'm sending Ens. Bridges to look over the artifacts recovered from the shuttle on the surface of Denil III
A-CMO_Quest says:
#:: enters sickbay :: Karl: What's......?  :: sees Lowell :: Never mind......
ENGMacPherson-Quest says:
<CTO>
MO_Lea says:
::Enters the TL:: TL:: Transporter room one.
CTO_Psion says:
::Taps comm badge::
A_TO_Lowell says:
#::foams at the mouth::
CSO_KBeth says:
::Heads after AT::
CTO_Psion says:
*Eng* Acknowledged.
A-SEC_Abbott says:
#::sits quietly in the lounge by herself::
CIV_McLeod says:
::brings up some info on the planet::
CTO_Psion says:
::Turbolift doors open to bridge::
XO_Wall says:
CTO: keep a good eye and a lock on the Captain and Ensign Duarte
A-CMO_Quest says:
# :: heads towards TO cautiously :: Karl: Another seizure?  What's wrong with this crew?  20cc of demininozine....
A_Valrek says:
#FCO: What is our ETA?
CTO_Psion says:
XO:  Aye Commander.
OPS_Lynam says:
:;gets in turbolift, nods to Psion in passing.::
Host CO_Grant says:
<duarte>*CO*: aye sir
CTO_Psion says:
::Walks over to Tactical:
TO_Hawkes says:
::Follows OPS into TL::
CTO_Psion says:
TO:  Status Mr. Hawkes?
MO_Lea says:
::Walks into the Corridor, down the hall, and into the transporter room::
Host CO_Grant says:
::gets up and heads to TL::
A_Valrek says:
#<FCO> XO: We will arrive in 5 minutes, Sir.
A-CMO_Quest says:
# :: takes the hypo and applies it to Lowell :: Karl: This should subside the convulsion... help me reposition him to his side...
A_CTO_Lu says:
#Puts his guitar back and heads for the lounge::
TO_Hawkes says:
CTO: Scannig Artus for all things Dominion Dir.
A_TO_Lowell says:
#::stops convulsing and regains consciousness:: CMO: Ahh..thank you Doctor....
TO_Hawkes says:
CTO: Nothing unusual yet.
A_OPS_Drathlai says:
#::sees for the first time in weeks Holodeck two is functioning properly::  Self:  Thank the gods...
A-CMO_Quest says:
# :: supports TO's head and rolls Lowell to his side :: TO:You're welcome.. now.. dont' move.
CTO_Psion says:
::Checks scans and tactical::
XO_Wall says:
CTO: the Apache should be arriving shortly inform me when she comes into range
A_CTO_Lu says:
#::enters the lounge::
MO_Lea says:
::Walks in, and nods to the transporter chief::
CTO_Psion says:
TO:  Acknowldged.
OPS_Lynam says:
::When everybody is in, directs TL to TR 1::
Host CO_Grant says:
::RIdes next available TL to deck of transporter room 2::
A_Valrek says:
#OPS: Hail the Delphyne to see if they have arrived already.
CTO_Psion says:
XO:  Aye Commander.
A_TO_Lowell says:
#CMO: I need to tell you what happened...
A-CMO_Quest says:
#<Karl> :: Assists where he can.
ENGMacPherson-Quest says:
*CTO*: I'm sending Ens. Bridges to look over the artifacts recovered from the shuttle on the surface of Denil III
A_CTO_Lu says:
#::sees Chief Abbott and walks over to her::
A-CMO_Quest says:
#TO: Please. enlighten me....... :: gets a tricorder ::
A-SEC_Abbott says:
#::notices someone enter and looks up....sees the CTO::
CSO_KBeth says:
::Arrives at TR 1 and greets MO:: MO: Hi, guess we are the lucky ones ::smiles::
FCO_Nichols says:
::checks results of system status and runs a level one diagnostic::
A-CMO_Quest says:
#Dr. Karl: Thankyou for your assistance...
MO_Lea says:
::Leans against the wall, see the CSO and stands back up::
OPS_Lynam says:
:;Arrrives at TR1::
A-CMO_Quest says:
# :: scans the TO as he tells his story ::
MO_Lea says:
::Smiles:: CSO: I suppose so. What do you think of this mission?
Host CO_Grant says:
:: exits TL and goes to Tr 2::
A-CIV_MacKenzie says:
# self: I wonder sesitive Ferengi or profiteering Bajoran ::smiles::
A_CTO_Lu says:
#SEC: Hello.
TO_Hawkes says:
:: Right behind OPS::
CSO_KBeth says:
MO:I think it's going to be exciting...at least we get a little R&R::smiles::
OPS_Lynam says:
CSO/TO/MO: O.K. team, standard load fo this trip.  Tricorders, phasers and your med kit doctor.
A-CMO_Quest says:
# :: notes the readings.... ::
Host CO_Grant says:
::enters TR2, and makes sure trchief has council chamber co-ordinates:;
A-CMO_Quest says:
# :: records the readings into TO's files :: TO: Yes.. you were saying?
A_Valrek says:
#::looks at OPS::
Host CO_Grant says:
::steps onto pad along with ENS Duarte::
A-SEC_Abbott says:
#::nods to the CTO: CTO: Lieutenant...::motions to a seat next to her:: would you care to join me?
MO_Lea says:
::Nods::
A_TO_Lowell says:
#CMO: Well I was working out when I heard a strange intemintent noise through the wall. I went to investigate and saw blood staining the floor and my parents....their bodies were...mutillated and put on display. Then I Saw the entire platform rise and fall. i am not sure what happened....
Host CO_Grant says:
TRCHIEF: Engergize!
CTO_Psion says:
::Scans for any ships::
MO_Lea says:
::Nods to Lynam, Beth, and Hawkes::
A_OPS_Drathlai says:
#XO:  We have entered comm range;  shall I contact the Delphyne, sir?
A_CTO_Lu says:
#SEC: Thank you Chief.
OPS_Lynam says:
::Collects gear and gets on the pads.::
A-CMO_Quest says:
# :: pauses  and looks at TO :: TO: And you're asking me what has happened?
CIV_McLeod says:
::yawns and considers looking over the station schematics::
TO_Hawkes says:
::Nods to De, Lea::
XO_Wall says:
::gets up a paces around the bridge::
CTO_Psion says:
K'Beth:  Any scans of Federation ships?
MO_Lea says:
::Waits for OPS to step onto the pad first, then follows him onto the pad::
A_Valrek says:
#OPS: I had asked you to do just that a minute ago. Where was your mind?
A-CMO_Quest says:
# :: Thinks :: TO: You know.... This is the 2nd time that someone is remembering dreams from a seizure.. That doesn't happen in a regular seizure...
CSO_KBeth says:
::Follows MO onto pad::
TO_Hawkes says:
OPS: What equipment do you sugjest Fox?
CTO_Psion says:
::Checks defenses and weaponry::
A_TO_Lowell says:
#CMO: I think I might be suffering from severe hallucinations...
Host CO_Grant says:
::Rematerializes outside an elegant hallway::
A_CTO_Lu says:
#SEC: I take it your alright.
Host Nicke says:
@<HighCouncil>::smiles as the captain materializes and extends a welcome
TO_Hawkes says:
::gathers Tricorder, and steps onto pad::
XO_Wall says:
::goes over to sensor read out station to check something::
A-SEC_Abbott says:
#CTO: Alright? I was never injured, sir....
A_OPS_Drathlai says:
#::smiles::  XO:  Sorry, sir... just kind of excited... COMM:  Delphyne:  Greetings USS Delphyne, this is the USS Apache aproaching your position; anything to be noted?
Host CO_Grant says:
@:: extends hand in friendly gesture back to council member in hallway::
OPS_Lynam says:
*EO*: Mr. MacPherson-Quest, please report to TR1
A-CMO_Quest says:
#TO: Mr. Lowell.. I'm afraid only the Counselor can decide that.. in the mean time... I'm ordering bedrest for you...
A-CIV_MacKenzie says:
#*CMO*: Do you have a moment to discuss the inhabitants of Artus?
A_CTO_Lu says:
#SEC: Thats good to know. 
Host Nicke says:
@<coucil> ::shakes his hand:: glad you could join us! we are very excited  and hope you find our faciliteies to you rlikeing
A-CMO_Quest says:
#*CIV*: I'm here in sickbay... Please... Come visit me... :: smiles in her voice ::
CIV_McLeod says:
::perks up as he hears Apache on comm.  Brings up her schematics instead::
CTO_Psion says:
::Scans for any ships::
Host CO_Grant says:
@COuncilmember: Thank you again for inviting us to your lovely planet , I am Capt Grant and this is my acting counselor Ens. Duarte :;
FCO_Nichols says:
~~Psion~~: Every thing is locked down here?  Scans show anything of interest?
A_Valrek says:
#FCO: When we get there, bring us into a standard orbit, close proximity to the Delphyne.
A_CTO_Lu says:
#SEC: How was Ensign Lowells, performance on the AT?
ENGMacPherson-Quest says:
*OPS* aye on my way ::grabs his engineering tool kit, tricorder and phaser::
A-SEC_Abbott says:
#::takes a sip of her drink:: CTO: I guess it was not a good day to die...
Host CO_Grant says:
@:: shakes hands with council member::
TO_Hawkes says:
::Checks his tricorder while he waits. ::
A_TO_Lowell says:
#CMO:Yes ma'am
A-CMO_Quest says:
#TO: I'm also asking you to make an appointment to see the counselor about these hallucinations of yours... :: nods ::
MO_Lea says:
OPS: Where on the surface will we be transporting?
A-CIV_MacKenzie says:
#*CMO*: Thankyou, I'll be right there :: smiling ::
TO_Hawkes says:
OPS: How about those super-duper patches? ::Wink wink::
A_Valrek says:
#<FCO> XO: Aye, Sir. Setting it up now.
XO_Wall says:
*Apache*: greeting this is Cmdr Wall yes Captain Grant and a team lead by our OPS officer has started the mission and is down on Artus already
Host CO_Grant says:
@HIghcouncilmember: I would be delighted to meet with your other members and discuss the protectorate concept
ENGMacPherson-Quest says:
::quickly enters the TL:: TL: TR1
MO_Lea says:
::Raises her eyebrows at the mention of "Super-Duper patches" and smiles::
A-CMO_Quest says:
#TO: Yes..... and in the mean time.. I want you to stay here in sickbay for the next 6 hours for observations.  I'll have the counselor come to you.. if she has time.
A-SEC_Abbott says:
#CTO: It was fine. He was quite useful.
A-CIV_MacKenzie says:
#:: leaves quarters for sickbay :: ::enters TL:: TL: Deck 9
OPS_Lynam says:
TO: Not this trip, we need to make a decent impression and pink clashes.  ::Smiles::
A-CMO_Quest says:
#*CIV*: I'll see you in a moment.  Quest Out.
ENGMacPherson-Quest says:
::exits TR1:: OPs: here I am
A_TO_Lowell says:
#CMO: Aye ma'am, well so much for leave
A_OPS_Drathlai says:
#COMM:  Delphyne:  Noted, sirs, gald to see you; and good luck on your mission
TO_Hawkes says:
OPS: ::Lasughs::
Host Nicke says:
@<con>Grant: certainly...but let us show your crew the facilities and let them enjoy their time ... while we talk..
MO_Lea says:
::Turns the other way and laughs. Turns back:: EO: Nice to see you. ::Smiles::
FCO_Nichols says:
XO: Station is secured sir.
A-CMO_Quest says:
#:: chuckles :: TO: Well... six hours is not that long... :: smiles ::
A_CTO_Lu says:
#SEC: Thats good.
TO_Hawkes says:
::Nods to MAc-Q::
ENGMacPherson-Quest says:
MO: ::smiles:: and how good it is to see you Julian
CSO_KBeth says:
::smiles at EO::EO:Weelcome aboard the TR1 express.
CIV_McLeod says:
self: nice ship...
A_OPS_Drathlai says:
#::grins as he thinks of the REAL reason he didn't hear the XO::
Host CO_Grant says:
@HIghcouncil: Excellent, that is exactly what my 2nd officer Mr.Lynam and his team are here on your planet to do
A-CIV_MacKenzie says:
#:: arrives deck 9 and procedes to sickbay ::
A-SEC_Abbott says:
#CTO: I was quite surprised when we were rescued by the Reklar.....
MO_Lea says:
::Waits for Mr. Lynam to order the transport::
A_TO_Lowell says:
#CMO: True, What are you planning for your leave?
OPS_Lynam says:
<TRChief>: Energize when ready.
Host XO_Wall says:
FCO: acknowledged,  keep a emergency plan to exit orbit in case danger arises
Host Nicke says:
@<highconc>::smiiles:: wonderful!
ENGMacPherson-Quest says:
CSO: ::smiles:: thank-you, I haven't been on an away mission since the second day that I arrived onboard the Delphyne
FCO_Nichols says:
XO: Aye sir.
Host CO_Grant says:
@:: follows the highcouncil member into highcouncil chambers::
A_CTO_Lu says:
#SEC: It was in good timing. I was only able to get the rest of the awayteam out.
A-CMO_Quest says:
#TO: Well.... hum... we're meeting up with the Delphyne.. I hope to see Mr. MacPherson sometime during the leave... :: grins, smiles blush.. ::
A-CIV_MacKenzie says:
#:: enters sickbay :: CMO: Hello Doctor ::smiling::
A_CTO_Lu says:
#SEC: The transporters didn't get a full lock on you two.
CTO_Psion says:
:;Scans for any Dominion technology::
A_TO_Lowell says:
#CMO: I am sure you will...of course that will leave me with nothing to do... ::grins::
CSO_KBeth says:
EO:My Second one also
ENGMacPherson-Quest says:
::gets excited knowing that his wife will soon arrive::
TO_Hawkes says:
<NPC_OReilley>: ::glares at HAwkes from behind the transporter console.::
MO_Lea says:
@::Materializes inside a beautiful room::
A-SEC_Abbott says:
#CTO: You did only what you could......
A-CMO_Quest says:
#:: sees MacKenzie :: CIV: Ah.. Please... come in... What is this about the Artus?  :: tilts her head to the side in curiousity ::
A_CTO_Lu says:
#SEC: Anylonger and I would also be writing a letter for each of you.
CTO_Psion says:
~~FCO~~  How have you fared since the away mission?
Host CO_Grant says:
@comm:delphyne: XO , I have encountered the high council and am beginning to discuss the protectorate with them. I will check in with you later. Send my regards to Apache and invite their negotiator to join us here
CSO_KBeth says:
@::Materializes next to MO and looks around in wonder::
A_TO_Lowell says:
#::left for dead on the bio-bed::
TO_Hawkes says:
@::MAterialises next to MO, and starts scanning with Tricorder::
ENGMacPherson-Quest says:
CSO: thats good, but when your second seat, you are always stuck on the ship
FCO_Nichols says:
~~Psion~~: Okay over all.  I still wonder if I could have prevented Mr. Lefler's incident.
CIV_McLeod says:
::puts feet up on desk::
Host XO_Wall says:
COM: CO: aye sir
A-CIV_MacKenzie says:
#:: notices CMO blushing, curious :: CMO: I was wondering if you had any information on the inhabitants?
A-SEC_Abbott says:
#CTO: I try not to dwell on what if's...and concentrate on our good fortune....
A_Valrek says:
#<FCO> XO: Sir, entering slowing to impulse and entering orbit.
A_CTO_Lu says:
#SEC: Thanks.
A-CMO_Quest says:
#:: chuckles :: TO: You just get better.... In the mean time.... :: looks at the data that she has retreived from Lowell ::  I have a mystery to solve.....
A_OPS_Drathlai says:
#XO:  The Delphyne ackknowledged us and has greeted us, sir
A_Valrek says:
#FCO: Very good.
OPS_Lynam says:
@::Appears on the planet and looks around for the welcoming commitee::
A-CMO_Quest says:
#CIV: Um... Is it just me?  Or is it getting extremely warm in here?
Host CO_Grant says:
@:: with Ens in tow walks into the chamber and pulls up a seat to talk with high coucil members :;
FCO_Nichols says:
XO: Should I coordinate with the Apache's FCO on possible escape routes?
A_TO_Lowell says:
#::grumbles:: CMO: easy for YOU to say,...
A-CMO_Quest says:
#:: blushes some more ::: Computer: Turn down temperature in sickbay by a factor of um... 1.5 degree celcius.
Host XO_Wall says:
COM: APACHE: When you arrive you may send you negotiator down to Artus at there council chambers
A-CIV_MacKenzie says:
#:: smiling broadly:: CMO: I believe it is just you
A-SEC_Abbott says:
#CTO: What is our current destination?
A_Valrek says:
#OPS: Very well. Have your replacement take your station and be ready to join the away teams.
CTO_Psion says:
~~FCO~~  Your performance was effecient.  No doubt with more experience you will be able to avert similar situations.
Host XO_Wall says:
FCO: good idea, proceed
A-CMO_Quest says:
#TO: I heard that...  :: grins mischievously :: I can prolong your stay here if you prefer...?
MO_Lea says:
@::Looks around the room, trying to guess what the content of the walls are, without a scan::
FCO_Nichols says:
XO: Aye sir.
A_OPS_Drathlai says:
#XO:  Yessir, they say we need a negotiator down there... who is that?
Host CO_Grant says:
@Highcouncil: This is a very interesting proposal. Do you feel threatened by your close proximity to Cardassia?
A_CTO_Lu says:
#SEC: I believe Artus.
FCO_Nichols says:
~~Psion~~: I'm looking forward to the extra away team experience.
A_TO_Lowell says:
#::mumbles something about the freezing temperature in sickbay when he only has shorts and a T-shirt on
A-CMO_Quest says:
#CIV: Well.. we were told that they are a bit like the Bajorans in their belief system.....
A_TO_Lowell says:
<;;>
A_Valrek says:
#OPS: That would be our Ambassador, Calgary
TO_Hawkes says:
@ OPS: Where we supposed to be met by somebody down here?
Host Jafo says:
ACTION: Apache enters standard orbit around the planet and slips into an orbit parallel with Delphyne.
CTO_Psion says:
::Scans for AT members::
A_OPS_Drathlai says:
#Wregget:  I am off, Ensign, you have OPS... ::nods::
ENGMacPherson-Quest says:
@::pulls out his tricorder and scans the materials used in the structures::
CTO_Psion says:
::Reads Apache on sensors::
A-CIV_MacKenzie says:
#::trying not to laugh:: CMO: You seem to be a bit distracted. Are you sure this is a good time for you?
FCO_Nichols says:
COMM: APACHE: FCO: Please send me your basic plan of departure should there be a problem on the surface.  Our coordination may be necessary.
A_CTO_Lu says:
#::Looks out the viewport and sees the Delphyne::
Host Jafo says:
<Council Member> CO: It can be disconcerting ... but that is why we are attempting to maintain a constant federation presence.
OPS_Lynam says:
TO: i assummed w would have an escort.
A_OPS_Drathlai says:
#::turns back to XO smiling::  XO:  Good, sir, I'm on my way...
A_TO_Lowell says:
#CMO: Hey, Doc! Now might be  good time for my physial.... ::grins widely::
CIV_McLeod says:
::hums softly::  *XO*: Excuse me, sir.  I was wondering if there were any duties that need be done while we are here?
A-SEC_Abbott says:
#::nods and looks in the direction the CTO is looking:: CTO: The Delphyne?
OPS_Lynam says:
TO: However, we might as well get started.
A-CMO_Quest says:
#TO: Ah.. you're the first that actually WANT a physical.. :: laughs ::
CSO_KBeth says:
@::looks at the elaborate decorations of the room and wonders what species it is for::
TO_Hawkes says:
@ OPS: Yeah...I'd think so. ::continues scanning. Uplinks tricorder to Del ::
A_OPS_Drathlai says:
#<Wregget> OPS:  Yessier, have fun, don't have too much fun though, you shouldn't get into trouble, that would be bad... and we shouldn't be bad...
A-CMO_Quest says:
#CIV: I'm positively fine.. I'm only doing a billion things at once... just like any normal day at work...
A_CTO_Lu says:
#SEC: I  think it is.
OPS_Lynam says:
@AT: O.k, lets go see what there is to see.
A_TO_Lowell says:
#CMO: Well as they say... if i get it done now i dont have to come back...
MO_Lea says:
@::Nods and follows Lynam and Hawkes::
A_OPS_Drathlai says:
#::nods walking into TL::  Wregget:  Yes... contact Ensign MacKenzie... tell her to report to TR...
TO_Hawkes says:
@OPS: Righ ::Follows ::
A-CMO_Quest says:
#:: nods :: TO: Very well.. Dr. Karl will take care of that....
A-SEC_Abbott says:
#::sees the name USS Delphyne on the bow of the ship:: CTO: It would appear so.....
CSO_KBeth says:
@::Also follows along scanning::
Host CO_Grant says:
@Highcouncil: Sometimes Cardassian politics can change very abruptly
OPS_Lynam says:
@::Moves out with the team, inspecting the architecture and looking for relevant facilities.::
A-CMO_Quest says:
#TO: Now... If you don't mind... Ens. MacKenzie and I have um... some work to do.. :: smiles and then gives an amusing glare towards Craig :: TO: Behave....
ENGMacPherson-Quest says:
@::follows everyone else while he continues his scans::
TO_Hawkes says:
@ *CTO*: I have uplinked my tricorder to your console, are you receiving telemetry?
A_TO_Lowell says:
#::without any enthusiasim:: Whoo hoo!
Host XO_Wall says:
*CIV*: yes you can come up and man the second Science Station for now
A_OPS_Drathlai says:
#<Wregget> OPS:  Yessir... *CIV*:  Ensign MacKenzie... report to TR for AT mission with LtJG Drathlai....
A-SEC_Abbott says:
#CTO: I must apologize...I am not much of a conversationalist....I am still getting to know the crew....
CSO_KBeth says:
@EO:They seem to have done a wonderful job with the stucture, eh?
A_TO_Lowell says:
#CMO: Yeah...right
A_CTO_Lu says:
#SEC: Looks like the doc might see her husband.
MO_Lea says:
@::Hopes to find someone she could ask for directions to the medical facilities::
CTO_Psion says:
COMM:  TO:  Acknowledged Mr. Hawkes.  Recieving telemetry.
CIV_McLeod says:
*XO* Aye, sir.  ::stands and smooths uniform, then makes way to TL::
A_CTO_Lu says:
#SEC: No its alright, it's also hard for me.
A-SEC_Abbott says:
#CTO: It must be hard serving on a different ship than your mate.
A-CIV_MacKenzie says:
#*OPS<Wreggett>*:On my way ::smiling::
Host CO_Grant says:
@highcouncil: I also understand that you are outfitting the facilities almost like a general starbase with the ability to service the ships of Klingon and Romulan designs. Are you thinking of using the place for trade and for hosting diplomatic activity?
A_CTO_Lu says:
#SEC: I would imagine so.
ENGMacPherson-Quest says:
@CSO: aye they do, I
A_CTO_Lu says:
#SEC: Not from experience but just from hearing from people.
A_OPS_Drathlai says:
#Exits TL with a huge grin on his face... whistling::
A-SEC_Abbott says:
#CTO: Do you have someone on another ship?
CIV_McLeod says:
::enters TL:: TL: bridge, please
A_TO_Lowell says:
#::Is subjugated to slow torture as he endures his first physical on the Apache::
A-CIV_MacKenzie says:
#CMO: I'm sorry Doctor, but it seems I have to join the AT. Perhaps we can continue this conversation at another time? ::not that we discussed that much::
A-CMO_Quest says:
#CIV: Um... Sure...
A_CTO_Lu says:
#SEC: No i don't.
OPS_Lynam says:
@COMM:XO: The away team has arrived safely and we are commencing our inspection.
ENGMacPherson-Quest says:
::walks up the structure and takes a good look::
A_OPS_Drathlai says:
#<Wregget>  *CMO*:  Lieutenant Commander Quest-MacPherson, please report to TR...
A-CMO_Quest says:
#<Karl> TO: THis won't hurt a bit Mr. Lowell... Please.. hold still...
A_CTO_Lu says:
#SEC: Do you have anyone?
Host XO_Wall says:
COM: OPS: Acknowledged
A-CIV_MacKenzie says:
#::leaves sickbay for TR::
CSO_KBeth says:
@EO: What do you make of that pillar over there ::shows scanner to EO:: I don't recognize the signature of the material
CIV_McLeod says:
::steps off of TL:: XO: McLeod reporting, sir.  ::moves to station::
A-CMO_Quest says:
#*Wregget*: Um... sure.... CIV: Wait up!
FCO_Nichols says:
~~Psion~~: Have your scans shown anything of interest?
Host CO_Grant says:
@:: sees heads nodding positively::
MO_Lea says:
@::Catches the attention of a young man passing by:: Civilian: Excuse me, where are your medical Facilities?
A-CMO_Quest says:
# :: Pauses at the door of sickbay and turns to look at Karl :: Karl: You know what to do... :: grins ::
A_TO_Lowell says:
#::screams in pain::
CTO_Psion says:
~~FCO~~  Nothing of note.
A-SEC_Abbott says:
#::looks sharply at the CTO for a brief second...then relaxes:: CTO: No..... no one
FCO_Nichols says:
COMM: APACHE: OPS: Please confirm your standard escape route so we may properly plan.
FCO_Nichols says:
::thinks she sounds like Psion::
A-CMO_Quest says:
#<Karl> TO: Stop being a baby... :: grumbles something about TO's supposingly able to withstand pain ::
MO_Lea says:
@<Civilian> MO: Names's Kerin. Right over that way. ::Points down a seemingly endless corridor::
Host CO_Grant says:
@Highcouncil: This looks good so far. For a protectorate to work out. We would need to station a small number of permanent personnel here all the time.
CTO_Psion says:
~~FCO~~  I wonder...can you sense any individuals on the Apache?
A-CMO_Quest says:
#:: rushes into the TL as CIV MacKenzie is getting into it ::
OPS_Lynam says:
@::Sees a very nice swimming pool with a waterfall at one end.::
MO_Lea says:
@OPS: Sir, I am going to examine their medbay..
A_OPS_Drathlai says:
#<Wregget>  COMM:  Delphyne:  FCO:  Okay, sir, I have that, uhm, right, uhm, here... there ya go... sending it to you now... uh, it looks good to me...
CTO_Psion says:
::Maintains sensor lock on the away team::
A-CMO_Quest says:
#:: out of breath :: CIV: Hello again.. Phew...
FCO_Nichols says:
~~CTO~~: Not at the moment, although I haven't focused much energy in that respect.
Host CO_Grant says:
@Highcouncil: And a long range subspace communications system to reach back to our Starfleet Command
OPS_Lynam says:
@MO: Very well, take K'Beth with you please.  Nobody travels alone.
A-CMO_Quest says:
#TL: Transporter room 1.
TO_Hawkes says:
@ ::Looks at a informatino console.
Host XO_Wall says:
COM: APACHE: lets exchange vital station data and coordinate a plan in case some surprises arise
A-CIV_MacKenzie says:
#::waits for the CMO:: CMO: Joining the away team Doctor? ::Smiling::
A_OPS_Drathlai says:
#::enters TR::  TR Chief:  Good day, sir ::smiles::
FCO_Nichols says:
::sighs at strange response:: self: sounds like Wobbles.
MO_Lea says:
@::Sees the waterfall-pool also. Looks back at Commander Lynam:: OPS: Yes sir.  ::Smiles:: CSO: Shall we?
A-CMO_Quest says:
#CIV: Yes... :: smiles brightly :: I thought they'll never ask...
A_CTO_Lu says:
#SEC: Excuse me but i have to attend to the bridge.
ENGMacPherson-Quest says:
@::self:: hmm, this metal is very interesting, I've never seen anything like it
CSO_KBeth says:
@::looks at MO and grins:: MO: Guess it's just us girls...after you...rank before beauty ::smiles::
A_OPS_Drathlai says:
COMM:  Delphyne:  Yessir... I can set up a, uh, link and we can instant receive messages via our OPS consoles... sound good, sir?
CIV_McLeod says:
::starts using station::
A-CIV_MacKenzie says:
#::notices how excited the CMO is. :: CMO: You must really like away missions? ::Grinning::
A-CMO_Quest says:
#CIV: Oh yes.. I really do... Especially peaceful away missions such as this one... :: looks away and blushes even more ::
A-CMO_Quest says:
#<Karl> :: shudders :: TO: Is it just me?  Or is it getting cold in here?
A_TO_Lowell says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume>>>>>>>>>>>>>
A-SEC_Abbott says:
#::nods to the CTO:: CTO: Aye sir....it was a pleasure.....sitting with you......
TO_Hawkes says:
@ ::Checks to make sure he can see the Mo's and CSO's signals as blips on his tricorder::
OPS_Lynam says:
@EO/TO: What say we check out the boring stuff, their refit and resupply operations?
MO_Lea says:
@::Nods and looks down the long corridor again:: Kerin: Where is it exactly?
CSO_KBeth says:
@EO: I'm going with the MO...If you find out what it is tell me okay?
A_CTO_Lu says:
#SEC: Maybe we can finish this over a barrel of bloodwine.
TO_Hawkes says:
@ OPS: Anything you say chief.
ENGMacPherson-Quest says:
@OPS: aye sounds good
Host CO_Grant says:
@:: sees the high council mutter amongst themselves::
A_CTO_Lu says:
#::Nods and heads for the bridge::
A_TO_Lowell says:
#Karl: You are right its bloody cold in here...
A-CIV_MacKenzie says:
#:: smiling:: CMO: I believe the Delphyne is joining us on this assignment?
MO_Lea says:
@<Kerin>MO: Down that corridor about thirty paces, then left, second right, eigth right, first left, four left, seventh right, third left, second right, and sixteenth door on your left.
ENGMacPherson-Quest says:
@CSO: I sure will, but my tricorder doesn't seem to know what it is
OPS_Lynam says:
@::heads off to the Operations areas (wherever those might be)::
TO_Hawkes says:
@EO: How much of this tech and material do you think the artans got from the dominion?
A-CMO_Quest says:
#CIV: Here we are.... :: as the TL stops :: Um... According to the mission orders.. they are......
Host XO_Wall says:
ALL: set up and route signal from each of your bridge stations to the data link establish by the Apache
CIV_McLeod says:
::nods and starts establishing link::
A_OPS_Drathlai says:
#<Wregget>  ::begins setting up link with Delphyne::
A-CMO_Quest says:
#TO: Yeah.... hum... Computer: Turn up the temperature of the room to 25 degree celcius.
A_TO_Lowell says:
#Karl: hmmm ::falls into a light sleep::
ENGMacPherson-Quest says:
@TO: I'd say all of it, my tricorder can't read anything about the material used
A-CMO_Quest says:
#:: steps off the TL :: CIV: I'm er... looking rather forward to this mission... both professionally... and um.. personally....
CSO_KBeth says:
@::Heads down the hall after the MO towards the medical wing
MO_Lea says:
@::Begins:: Thank yo--
MO_Lea says:
@<Kerin> ::Interupts to continue:: MO: After you go through that door, then you make three consecutive lefts, fifth right, second left, first right, third right, eigth le--
OPS_Lynam says:
@COMM:Del: Dr. lea and Lt. K'Beth are inspecting the medical facilities.  The remainder of the team is proceeding to Operations.
TO_Hawkes says:
@ EO: Hmmm.
A-CMO_Quest says:
#<Karl> :: slaps TO awake :: TO: Hey.. no napping while I'm doing a physical....
MO_Lea says:
@Kerin: Would you show us the way please?
FCO_Nichols says:
XO: I have the standard flight plan from the OPS...um...officer?  It's interesting sir.
A-CIV_MacKenzie says:
#:: note the hesitation in the CMO's voice:: CMO: That would explain a lot ::smiling::
MO_Lea says:
@<Kerin>MO: Sure, follow me.  CSO: You too?
A_Valrek says:
#::finishes all the reports and sends them to the Captain's quarters::
A_TO_Lowell says:
#::gives Karl a drty look::
CIV_McLeod says:
XO: sci station 2 linked to the Apache, sir
Host Jafo says:
<Council Minister> CO: Captain Grant, we have been pressing for that exact thing to take place ... we would be honored by their presence.
CSO_KBeth says:
::Now follows MO down the hall::
Host XO_Wall says:
FCO: very good ::comes over and looks::
ENGMacPherson-Quest says:
@TO: but the basic architecture is of Federation designs
A-CMO_Quest says:
#::<Karl> gives TO the same look back :: TO: Now.. hold out your arm, please....   I need to take a blood sample.
MO_Lea says:
@CSO: Shall we? ::Follows the civilian down the hall and through the twists of the corridor::
Host XO_Wall says:
FCO: yes interesting ::grins::
A_TO_Lowell says:
#::Holds out arm::
A-CMO_Quest says:
#:: turns even redder if that's possible :: CIV: I.. ah... :: shuts up ::
Host XO_Wall says:
CIV: acknowledged
Host Jafo says:
<Council Minister> CO: Perhaps someday ... the representative might even be an Artan Federation Officer... ::suggest specutively::
MO_Lea says:
@CSO: It certainly is a complex structure..
OPS_Lynam says:
@::Finds the Operations center and enters.:#
TO_Hawkes says:
@EO: Interesting. I wonder how the Klingons and Romulans are gonna' feel about that?
Host CO_Grant says:
@Highcouncil: We might also have to post a small vessel for the use of our personnel like a shuttle craft or runabout. Would that be ok also?
A_Valrek says:
#OPS: Have we sent our negotiator down yet?
A-CMO_Quest says:
#<Karl> TO: you'll feel a little pinch.. but that would be it.... :: Extracts a sample of blood :: See... no pain.
CIV_McLeod says:
::nods::
CSO_KBeth says:
@MO: I agree...and some of the material is very strange.
TO_Hawkes says:
@::Follows OPS Lynam into the Operations area. Looks the the controls and consoles. Scans::
MO_Lea says:
@::walking after Kerin:: CSO: In what way?
Host Jafo says:
<Council Minister> CO: Captain Grant, we would appreciate a LARGE vessel ... ::smiles::
A_OPS_Drathlai says:
#<Wregget>  XO:  Uhm, no sir... the Commander Quest and Ensign MacKenzie are not in teh TR yet...
A-CMO_Quest says:
#:: sees OPS in the Transporter room :: OPS: Mr. Draithlai.. good afternoon.
A_TO_Lowell says:
#::falls asleep do to lack of blood::
FCO_Nichols says:
XO: If they fly out in this direction, it may be best if we go to a higher orbit.  Otherwise, we'll both have our backs to the planet for a very long period of time.
A-CIV_MacKenzie says:
#::TL arrives at deck 5 :: CMO: I'll let you lead the way to the TR room ::smiling::
CTO_Psion says:
::Checks on data uplink::
Host CO_Grant says:
@Highcouncil: There would always be a larger vessel in patrol nearby space
FCO_Nichols says:
XO: A higher orbit would give us a chance to leave faster and defend the Apache if necessary.
A_OPS_Drathlai says:
#::turns::  CMO:  Greetings, Commander ::smiles::  CIV:  Greetings, Ensign ::huge smile::
A_Valrek says:
#*CIV*: What is the delay for the transport?
A_CTO_Lu says:
*XO*: Permission to go on the AT with the Lt.CDR.
A-CMO_Quest says:
#<Karl> :: Slaps TO awake again :: TO: I said no sleeping while I'm doing this.. :: shakes his head ::
ENGMacPherson-Quest says:
@::follows Hawkes and Lynam:: TO: we haven't seen all of it yet
A-CMO_Quest says:
#OPS: Lieutenant.... :: nods ::
Host Nicke says:
<Council Member> CO: And it would be welcome to stop here whenever it wanted ... perhaps a permanent hard dock can be arranged or something of that nature.
A_TO_Lowell says:
#::Laughs good naturedly::
Host XO_Wall says:
FCO: very good thats what I would chosen
Host CO_Grant says:
@highcouncil: Could you show me some of the history of your planet? Particularly the recent political developments leading upto the time that you unfortunately made contact with Dominion forces.
A-CIV_MacKenzie says:
#*XO*: I believe we are ready to transport to the surface now Sir.
A-CMO_Quest says:
#<Karl> :: presses a few buttons on the computer to begin readings on the patient ::
TO_Hawkes says:
@EO: Between you, me and the water-cooler, I'd be surprised if we did see everything. But then I'm TAC, I'm suposed to be pessimistica nd paranoid. ::Laughs:;
FCO_Nichols says:
::smiles at XO::
A_Valrek says:
#*CIV* Very well ::nods to ops::
A-CIV_MacKenzie says:
#OPS: sorry to have kept you waiting Lt. ::smiling::
FCO_Nichols says:
::removes ship from automatic orbit control and begins raises the Delphyne to a higher orbit::
Host Nicke says:
<Council Member> CO: I am sure we could arrange to have the surviving records uploaded to the Delphyne ... but I am afraid most were destroyed during the Dominion occupation.
A_OPS_Drathlai says:
#<Wregget>  XO:  Yessir, initaiting transport now, sir, they're on the way sir
OPS_Lynam says:
@::Is impressed with the communications array.  Scans it thoroughly as it looks Dominion in origin.::
A_Valrek says:
#OPS:Very good.
ENGMacPherson-Quest says:
@TO: ::laughs a bit:: yes thats understandable though. I'm sure they have used Romulan and Klingon basic architecture also
MO_Lea says:
@::Walks into the medbay and meets the doctor on call::
A_CTO_Lu says:
#::heads for the tranporter room::
Host XO_Wall says:
CIV: I would like to join you sometime on your little holodeck adventures...
FCO_Nichols says:
COMM: Apache: Ops: I am raising the Delphyne to a higher orbit.  I'll be sending possible escape plans for your approval shortly.
A_OPS_Drathlai says:
#::dematerializes with CIV and CMO::
Host XO_Wall says:
CIV: looks like fun
CTO_Psion says:
::Monitors scans and sees Dominion technology::
TO_Hawkes says:
@ OPS / EO: Well all this looks pretty standard for an operations center to me. ::sarcastically:: a little too standard maybe? ::Laughs again::
Host CO_Grant says:
@highcouncil: We have excellent computer systems onboard the Delphyne and Apache. Also would be useful are any outstanding requests for assistance in repairing environmental damages on your planet from the time of the occupation
CIV_McLeod says:
::blinks:: XO: sir?
CSO_KBeth says:
@<CSO_KBeth>*EO*:That strange material is all through this building.  Seems to be on every support pillar.
MO_Lea says:
@CSO: I should not be too long.
A_Valrek says:
#::gets up from his chair:: OPS: You have the bridge. Notify the Captain if an emergency arises
CTO_Psion says:
XO:  I wonder if the Artans would be amenable to trading some of the Dominion technology for our research?
CSO_KBeth says:
@MO: That's okay, I've got plenty to check out.
ENGMacPherson-Quest says:
@*CSO*: it seems to be of Dominion origin
A_CTO_Lu says:
#::enters the Transporter room::
OPS_Lynam says:
@TO: A little paranoid since your trip through the rocks? ::Smile::
A-CMO_Quest says:
#OPS/CIV: Who else are we waiting for?
Host Jafo says:
<Council Memeber> CO: Environmental concerns? We have no environmental concerns here on Artus. ::looks at the Captain confused::
Host XO_Wall says:
CTO: very interesting idea I will try that when I go down
A_CTO_Lu says:
#All:Hello Doc.
A-CMO_Quest says:
#CTO: Hello, CHief.
A_OPS_Drathlai says:
#<Wregget>XO:  Yessir, I shall serve this ship with all my honor... ::walks over and sits in the Big Seat::
TO_Hawkes says:
@OPS: Nope....I've been paranoid since final exams at SF academy.
ENGMacPherson-Quest says:
@TO: I wouldn't know, I'm not in operations ::laughs a bit::
Host CO_Grant says:
@highcouncil: I am deligted to hear that. Some other planets have suffered considerable damage from their occupations
A-SEC_Abbott says:
#::heads for TR::
FCO_Nichols says:
COMM: Apache: OPS: No problem.  You'll receive our "stuff" momentarily.  And by the way, I'd appreciate it if you'd use Ma'am.
MO_Lea says:
@::Smiles:: CSO: Help yourself
A_CTO_Lu says:
#::nods at the Civ::
A-CIV_MacKenzie says:
#@CMO/OPS: Where do we go from here?
A_Valrek says:
#::goes to the TL :: TL: Transporter Room 1
TO_Hawkes says:
@::Scans control consoles in operations.::
Host CO_Grant says:
@::takes limited political records brougt in by council pages::
MO_Lea says:
@::Begins a conversation with the doctor::
Host Jafo says:
<Council Memeber> CO: No Captian ... they left our environment intact. They only stole a generation of our citizenry ... ::gets slightly melancholy::
MO_Lea says:
@<Doctor>::Shows Lea various medical equipment of the planet::
A-CMO_Quest says:
#CIV: I believe others will join us momentarily....
ENGMacPherson-Quest says:
@::scans the materials in the floors and walls::
A-SEC_Abbott says:
#::enters the TR::
A_OPS_Drathlai says:
#<Extra OPS guy>  COMM:  Delphyne:  Yes Ma'am, we shall address you as Ma'am, ma'am...
A_Valrek says:
#::Gets off the TL and walks to TR1::
OPS_Lynam says:
@EO: See what you can dig up in their computer banks regarding their repair capabilities.
Host CO_Grant says:
@highcouncil: I need to return to my ship and go over these records and the report of my inspection team. I think this has been a fruitful meeting. It looks good so far the protectorate.
CTO_Psion says:
COMM: OPS:  Do scans indicate any evidence of breeding or cloning caches?
A-CMO_Quest says:
#XO: Commander...
Host XO_Wall says:
FCO: have you flown New Orleans starships like the Apache?
ENGMacPherson-Quest says:
@OPS: aye, sir ::walks over to the console and begins his search::
TO_Hawkes says:
@::Sits down at a console and sees what he can find regarding facility security::
A_CTO_Lu says:
#::looks over to CMO whispers:: Anyone single females on the Delphyne??
Host Jafo says:
<Council Minister> CO: Of course Captain ... I will be leaving for the station within the hour ... I hope you and I ... and perhaps the Captain of the Apache ... can get together for dinner.
Host CO_Grant says:
@highcouncil: Once the inspection tour is complete. Would it be ok if some of our personnel took a few hours of leave to visit your planet? Many are curious
A-CMO_Quest says:
#:: whispers to CTO :: CTO: You'll have to ask Ewan....
FCO_Nichols says:
::laughs out loud at Apache's Ops officer, then looks back at Psion::
OPS_Lynam says:
@COMM:CTO: Not so far.  Dr. lea is inspecting the Medical areas, you might check with her.  This is a big place and we haven't seen a third of it yet.
CSO_KBeth says:
@::Goes over and watches a construction crew in progress::
A_Valrek says:
#CMO: I was told that you had already transported. ::frowns::
Host CO_Grant says:
@highcouncil: I would be delighted to attend dinner. Minister
FCO_Nichols says:
XO: No sir I haven't.  She looks like she'd be fun to fly though.
CTO_Psion says:
COMM:  CTO:  Acknowledged.
CIV_McLeod says:
XO: I will alert you the next time I use the holodeck, sir.  ::blinks again and goes back to work::
CTO_Psion says:
::Notices Nichols::
A-CMO_Quest says:
#XO: No.. sir..
Host CO_Grant says:
@:: gets up from table to shake hands with highcouncil again ::
FCO_Nichols says:
~~Psion~~: This officer sounds soo much like that guy down in stellar cartography!
A_CTO_Lu says:
#CMO: Aye me lassie i'll ask Ewan.
Host XO_Wall says:
CIV: great sounds good
Host Jafo says:
<Council Mnister> ::nods and takes his leave of the Captain::
A-CMO_Quest says:
#XO: But we are all here... Ready when you are, sir.
MO_Lea says:
@<Doctor>MO: And these are our equivilant of what I have heard called "Biobeds."  We call them Oxcots.
CTO_Psion says:
COMM:  Lea:  Doctor, what have your investigations revealed?
TO_Hawkes says:
@::Tries to find a diagram of the layout of the facilities::
Host CO_Grant says:
@::exits the chamber with ENs in tow with her helping to carry the records::
CIV_McLeod says:
::nods, smiling uncertainly::
A_OPS_Drathlai says:
#<Wregget>  All:  Tell me of all happenings that go on with the away team, guys, I need a beam up on a nanoseconds notice!!  Except I don't think I could call a nanosecond notice... well, it's worth a try... hmmm....
A_Valrek says:
#::steps up onto the pad:: CMO: I hope so.
CTO_Psion says:
~~FCO~~  Uncanny, indeed.
A-CMO_Quest says:
#<Karl> :: continues to work on TO ::
Host XO_Wall says:
FCO: ah they have there own personality have flow a couple back in the academy
Host CO_Grant says:
COMM: Delphyne: Two to beam up, meeting went well.
A-CMO_Quest says:
#:: also steps onto the TR Pad ::
FCO_Nichols says:
::sends flight plan to the Apache::
A_Valrek says:
#::nods to transporter chief:: TR Chief: Energize
A_CTO_Lu says:
#A::steps onto the Padd::
ENGMacPherson-Quest says:
@::finds what he is looking for and reads the information on the screen:: OPS: it would seem that may need some help if they need major repairs, but they are capable of handing the small jobs
Host Jafo says:
ACTION: Grant and the Ensign beam up to the Delphyne.
MO_Lea says:
@::Examining the curious tilted 'biobed.':: *CTO*: Much of their  medical technology seems patterned after our own, or adapted to it.
A-SEC_Abbott says:
#::takes her place on the transporter pad quickly checking her equipment::
FCO_Nichols says:
XO: I bet sir!  She looks a little feisty even from here! ::smiles::
Host CO_Grant says:
::materializes on pad of Tr2 in Delphyne:;
OPS_Lynam says:
@TO: Have youu seen any signs of offensive weaponry?  Or any weaponry for that matter?
CSO_KBeth says:
@::Notices that the natives seem to move a little slowly and carefully::
A_OPS_Drathlai says:
#<Wregget>  OPS:  Beam down the AT ASAP...
A-CIV_MacKenzie says:
#:: looks like we're all here, stands on transport pad::
CTO_Psion says:
XO:  Captain Grant has transported aboard.
Host XO_Wall says:
CTO: ::nods::
TO_Hawkes says:
@OPS: Nope. And I've been looking. I just found a map of the facility though. I'll upload it to Psion through my tricorder.
Host Jafo says:
ACTION: The Apache Away Team beams down joining the Delphyne's Away Team. The Apache and Delphyne both continue circling the planet in a loose orbit.
A-CIV_MacKenzie says:
#:: Why do I hold my breath for this, nervous::
A_OPS_Drathlai says:
#<Extra OPS Guy>  Wregget:  Yes, sir, beaming them down now...
Host CO_Grant says:
*XO*: I am back aboard with political and historical records to study until a formal dinner with the high coucil at the facilities
Host Nicke says:
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